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Attention: Get More FREE Search Engine Traffic From Your Content By Instantly Analyzing Its Keyword

Density With A Few Clicks! Get More Targeted Search Engine Traffic With Articles Optimized To Give

You Prized Rankings That Explode Your Sales! If You Regularly Write Articles, Press Releases, Blog

Entries, Or Any Type of Content You Publish On The Web, Then You Can Dramatically Increase Your

Search Rankings With This Easy-To-Use Tool! Dear Friend, Getting your content listed in the search

engines is the key to profiting from your efforts. If your articles, press releases, or blog entries fail to get a

good rank in the search engines, they often end up being worthless to you. This is why its essential that

you make sure your articles are optimized for the search engines. One of the most important ways to do

this is to make sure you have the right keyword density for the search terrms you want to get ranked for. If

you include your keyword too much, then youre going to likely get penalized. If you dont put it in not

enough, then youll miss the mark of what the search engines want. Simply put, To Reap Large Amounts

Of Search Engine Traffic You Must Get Your Keyword Density Exactly Right! Of course, you can go

through all of your articles and compute your keyword density manually. But, this takes forever with more

than one or two articles. Or you can make sure you have the perfect density every time and within

seconds using a new tool called, Article Analyzer. Article analyzer is a piece of software that automatically

computers the exact keyword density with a few clicks of your mouse. As a result, you can rest assured

your articles are optimized to claim profitable search engine rankings! Heres The Full Range of Benefits

You Get: Quickly test all your articles prior to publishing them on the web to make sure you dont waste all

of your effort! Relax knowing all of the time spent on each article is likely to pay off! Ensure your keyword

density is accurate for easy search engine approval. Never miss-judge whether an article is going to hit

the bullseye, costing you a prized profitable search engine ranking you couldve easily had! Quick catch

and correct any spelling errors that might exist with built-in spell-checker. Nothings worse than working for

hours over an article and having an overlooked spelling error limit its success! Get the word count, the

number of times a chosen word or phrase occurs throughout the content, and the density percentage. All
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of the data to make smart decisions so your articles pay handsomely are here! Save each article in either

.txt or HTML format for full flexibility and saved time! Your content is ready for you to submit to directories,

online newswires, or publish on your website! Quickly spot your keywords inside your article with built-in

highlighting feature! This is a huge time saver when youre trying to edit your articles! Plus, more features

to save you time and give the information you need to succeed with your content! The bottom-line of why

this tool is so important to your success comes down to this question How Much Time, Effort, and Money

Are You Throwing Away With Content That Fails To Get Ranked In The Search Engines? Just consider if

you create 10 articles and only 6 of them get in the search engines, then 4 articles are going to produce

absolutely nothing after theyre first published. You wasted your effort or money if you hired a writer. Yet,

this is what happens far more often than it has to. Simply run your content through Article Analyzer to

ensure the search engines are going to like it. As a result, youre likely going to make far more money

from your content. Moreover, the investment of only $27 for your copy is going to look like a tiny drop in

the buck. Its an amount just 1 profitable search engine listing can quickly make back.
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